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Note :-Answer all the questions.

SECTION-A

l. Attempt all parts : (10x2=20)

(a) Determine the fundamental period ofthe sigral :

x (t) = 3 sin(7t + 2) -4 cos (4t + l).

(b) Consider a discrete-time system with input x [n] and output

v [n]:

ylnl=x[n+2] -xln-21.
Is this system Linear ?

(c) Determine the Z-Transform of x [n] = a"u [-n].

Find taplace Transform of x(t) = f, O1t-tf)
k<,

Prove the time scaling property of Fourier transform.
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(d)

(e)



r
(0 For the following frequency response of a causal and Eable

LTI System :

l_'
u6w; =l--J\il-l+Jw

Show that lH (iw)l = A, and determine the value ofA.

(g) Consider a LTtr System with step response y (t) = e- u(t).

Determine the output of this system to the input

x(t):u(t-l)- u(t-3)'

(h) Find the Fouriertransform ofthe Signal :

X(t)=e"tu(-t)'a>0'

2(l) X(s) = 
sl + 5s +7 

, Determine the value of x(o).
s' +3s +2

(i) Sketchthe given signal:

x(t)=r(t)u(3-t).
SECTION-B

2. Affempt any three parts : (3x10=30)

(a) (, Determine the impulse response ofthe Discrete Time

System:

y(n) - 3y(n - l) + 2y(n - 2) = x(n) + 3x(n- l) +

Zx(n-2).

(iD Let x(t) = u(t - 3) -- u(t - 5) and h(t;: 6:' 

"" 
'

Compute Y(t) = x(t) * h(t).
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Define Ideal frequency Selective filter. Explain time

domain properties of ideal frequency selective filtef.

State and prove Sampling theorem and discuss the

effect of pnder sampling.

Find the Inverse Laplace Transform of :

X(s) = lffie region of convergence is :

(s+4) (s-1)

(a) -4<Re(s)<1
(b) Re(s) > I

(c) Re(s) < -4.

Sketch and determine the convolution of the following

signals:

x(t)=, (?) ; h(t)=u(t-5).

Find the Unilateral Z-Transform of :

x[n]: [a" Sin w"n] u[n].

2z
If x(z) =:--;--'.--:, find x(n) ; n ) 0. Given that

3z' - 4z+1

ROC of x(z) is lz l> 1.

(e) Realize H(s) =
s(s+2)

, bycanonic direct form
(s+1)(s+3)(s+ 4)

I and direct form II.
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(b) (')

(iD

(c) (i)

(d) (D

(iD

(ir)



SECTION_C.

Note :-Attempt all questions in this Section.

3. Attempt any one part : (5x10=50)

(a) Impulse-Train sampling ofx[n] is used to obtain :

slnl = i*fnt 6{n-KNl.
k =-o

If x (d*) = 0 for I =t*l < r, determine the largest value

for the sampling interval N which ensures that no aliasing
takes place while sampling x [n].

(b) Determine whether or not each ofthe following continuous-
time sigrals are periodic. Ifthe signal is periodic, determine
itsfundamental period:

(i) x(t)=3cos(4t +xl3)
(iD x(t):sj(n-r)
(iii) x (t) = [cos (2t - ttl3)]

(rD x(t) = "ot'f,t
o

(v) x(t1= f elz'-'ru(2t-n).

4. Attempt any one part :

(a) Find the Z-Transform x(z) and sketch the pole-zero plot
with the ROC of following sequence :

xrnr = (*)",r",. [i)'ur-n-r]
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(b) Using the power series expansion technique, find the
inverse Z-Transtbrm of the following x (z) :

(i) UsinglongDivisionMethod:

t 
z2 +22

X(z)=
z3 -322 + 4z+l

ROClzl>l

(iD X (z) = log" (l + art) ROC I zl> a.

Attempt any one part :

(a) Consider a continuous-time LTI System described by :

dvr(t)*2y(t)=v(1;

Using the Fourier transform, find the output y (t) of the
following input sigrral :

x (t) = en u (t) and determine the frequency response
H 1ei*; c,f the system.

(b) Considerthe signal x(t) in figure l.

5.

(i) Findrhe Fouriertransform x (w) ofx (t).

(iD Sketch the signal :

@i

y(t)=x(t).It(t-4k).
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5" Attempt any one part :

(a) Consider two Right-Sided Signals x(t) and y(t) related
through the differential equations :

# = -2y(t)+ 6(t) 
""d +P = 2x(t).

Determine y(s) and x(s) alongwith their regions of
Convergence.

(b) The input x [n] and output y [n] of a causal LTI system

are related through the block diagram representation shown

Eigure 2

(i} Write a difFerence equation relating y [n] and x [n].

(ir) Explain the StabilityAnalysis of the given systern as

shown ire figure 2.

.A.tilcmpt any two pafts :

", ) I ,rt x 1t) bc a signal with Nyquist rate wo. Determine the

Nyqulst rate forthe following signals :

(i) x(t)+x(t-1)

(l,l x'(r).
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in figure 2 :



r-

(b) Suppose that x (t) = 6-{t-2) u (t - 2) and h (t) is shovrn in
figure 3 :

,ih(t)

TIl-l--l ,.,t3

Figure 3

Veriff the convolution property for this pair.

(c) Obtain the Fourier series for the wave form shown in
figure 4 :

Figure 4
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